
  

 

Virtual Pre-K Programs Potential DRDP Alignment 
 

Below, find potential DRDP alignment (modified version) for each Virtual PK program theme. This list isn’t meant to be 
exhaustive, but rather a possible framework for domains, measures, or developmental levels you might see during our 

time together. 

 

Brain & Body Boogie  
SED 5: Symbolic & Sociodramatic Play 
    -    Pretends that an object represents another object or serves a different purpose 
LLD 1: Understanding of Language (Receptive) 
    -    Shows understanding of frequently used simple phrases or sentences. 
LLD 4: Reciprocal Communication & Conversation 
    -    Engages in brief back-and-forth communication, combining words to communicate meaning. 
LLD 8: Phonological Awareness 
    -    Engages actively in play with sounds in words or rhymes 
ELD 1: Comprehension of English (Receptive English) 
    -    Shows understanding of some/many common words and phrases in English during interactions and activities conducted in     
English, occasionally with support of home language, nonverbal cues, or both 
ELD 3: Understanding and Response to English Literacy Activities 

More Than, Less Than 

ELD 1: Comprehension of English (Receptive English) 
ELD 3: Understanding and Response to English Literacy Activities 
COG 3: Number Sense of Quantity 
    -    Demonstrates awareness of quantity 
    -    Identifies small quantities without counting, up to three 
COG 4: Number Sense of Math Operations 
    -    Demonstrates understanding that adding objects to a group makes more or that taking away objects means fewer or less 
LLD 8: Phonological Awareness 
    -    Engages actively in play with sounds in words or rhymes 

Questions, Questions 
LLD 1: Understanding of Language (Receptive) 
    -    Shows understanding of frequently used simple phrases or sentences. 
LLD 4: Reciprocal Communication & Conversation 
    -    Engages in brief back-and-forth communication, combining words to communicate meaning. 
ELD 1: Comprehension of English (Receptive English) 
    -    Shows understanding of some/many common words and phrases in English during interactions and activities conducted in     
English, occasionally with support of home language, nonverbal cues, or both 
ELD 3: Understanding and Response to English Literacy Activities 

This Is Not A…   
SED 5: Symbolic & Sociodramatic Play 
    -    Pretends that an object represents another object or serves a different purpose 
LLD 1: Understanding of Language (Receptive) 
    -    Shows understanding of frequently used simple phrases or sentences. 
LLD 4: Reciprocal Communication & Conversation 
    -    Engages in brief back-and-forth communication, combining words to communicate meaning. 
ELD 1: Comprehension of English (Receptive English) 
    -    Shows understanding of some/many common words and phrases in English during interactions and activities conducted in    
English, occasionally with support of home language, nonverbal cues, or both 
ELD 3: Understanding and Response to English Literacy Activities 


